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Prince William,
Even in NL-language its difficult to write this letter.
You'll discover what I mean...
Why do I write you?
•
What I explained to you about ICC becomes more visable every month.
Are you going to investigate on ICC & ICJ now you are a Honorary Barrister?
•

I need you – and your father – to help me to rehabilitate my life.
◦ Its shocking to experience that in NL still 16.5 million people are against me.
Peace & Justice can only be maintained when my ICC-case is closed as soon as possible with
fair NLFs.
As you see I try to make Young adults aware of the fact 'that they can build new systems
they need in the future themselves, by passing the current systems'.
They are not fast-thinkers like I am!
◦

Dr Sir Paul mcCartney refuses to undo his criminal blunders in connection with me... and he
still only wants to misuse my ICC-case against the President of the Netherlands for his
money-makerssystem. Without doing anything in return for me, aid-workers or others
linked to him & me. NoLandmines moves on into Mineawareness for larger educational
platform. Exellent!
But, the consequence of the behavior of DrSirPmcC is ... 'that he has made it almost
impossible for me to ask other VIPs to support my ICC-case for Justice & NLFschool.com for
free-available Law-education for kids..., because he's so famous worldwide'.
I wanted to work out some brillant ideas I have for peace-building with psychology together
with mcCartney & other VIPs... but mcCartney's attitude puts others off.

◦

Public servants of Bloemendaal - in charge of my social security payment - refuse to read
my file = new P-servants ignore my ICC-case and legal responsibilities for them personally
inherent to this case.
And they try to make me obey them, whats legally impossible now my file is an ICC-case
= I can't go to NL-court anymore when I disagree with the way Bloemendaal implements law
for my family.
They threaten to stop payments of my social security payment over and over again...
because I'am not coöperative. I have to write identical letters to stop them... again and
again.
There's NO Way I can build Justice on my own from my current position; not even when we
will have a violent parliament after next elections.

◦

I need you to forward my letter to Cliff Richard - in the enclosed envelop- , so the
man understands 'thats save to work with me'.

Before I write Cliff Richard, I have a few words for Harry,
I want you to take up psycho-therapy for the refining of your EQ-reception-sensors.
I could brainwash you privately, but there's a North Sea between us.
Therapy...., NO Prince-like visit to a therapist! 'DNA on the run'...?

Cliff Richard,
You receive this letter via Buckingham Palace.
When you read my former letters to Downingstreet 10, you'll understand why.
I have to publish this letter, so Kremlin and other President's are informed on my activities.
They read my websites regularly; I want them to clean up the International Criminal Court.

People of Tearfund must read my websites weekly; it will make them stronger on the political
& justice-platform.
But... I want you for Talks with the Atmosphere!
I want to visualize the Meeting of Gods & Goddessess together with you.

First this
I watched your BBC-interview just before Christmass.
Listened to your wishes to get marries at a very young age..., before Higher Powers in your life decided
'you must have a close relationship with the Atmosphere; wedlock unknown'.
While I was listening my 10-years old daughter Cician was reading at the table.
She – done with my explainations on the behavior of 'problem-maker Paul mcCartney' – asked me:
'Mum, do you need to watch that? He's an old man too, you will get the same problems with him as you
have with mcCartney'.
'Yes, I have to watch this...
And its not identical. Cliff Richard is an artist from the same era as Paul, but he performs other
songs...and adresses his audience from another perpective. He is more concentrated on feelings of
people'.
'Mum, I don't need his music; songs are old-fashion. Dul'.
'I want to watch because he talks about his feelings of Love'.
'Mum.., IIIIIIII

dóóóón't need this!!!!!! Neither do you; it can only go wrong again!

'You have 2 options:
1) you let me watch this interview, so I can think about differences between generations
2) I'll buy the CD '100s Best of Cliff Richard and I will play it the whole Christmass-holiday'.
She smiled, aware of her loss....

Meeting of Gods & Goddesses
I believe in Planet Love, a better world than Earth.
A civilization where standards for living are more refined, human, social intelligent and where there is
less condemnation, reproachful-behavior or revenge.
There is a Galaxy where 'people' are less psychopaths; they are the example for Good-inspiration to us.
Our mirror for thoughts.
Somehow 'I live on the path to that Galaxy', but I am not smart enough to comprehend all elements.
Aware of the fact that I can't do everything by myself.
•
put Love for mankind into words, which must be stronger than Hatred is
•
overcome generation-differences
•
overcome lack of science to rebalance Earth in the Galaxy with
What I want is to put differences between us into a project that helps Young adults to develop their
individual system, they need to survive the future when we are long gone.
On www.nlfschool.com

In NL the older generation in power 'assumes that kids & Youngs adults will get everything for free
because the older-generation has made that possible today'. This is not the case!
In NL Young adults will have a rough future now they haven't learned to think about thinking- &
behavioral pattern that build systems. We have a generation that doesn't care about hard choice
younger individuals have to make = they don't even want to be associated with the young choices!
Cliff Richard...
I see in you 'that you have learned to socialize with Higher Powers .... in a way... that 'be-in-power' itself
doesn't drive you nuts'.
•
Kids & Young adults need to learn to listen to those healthy powers
•
Have to learn to put them into words in order to make the war-free lifestyle effective...
•
They have to learn to make choices between Love or hatred, even when politics are against
them!
•
I mean Love for All of Us, not something simple like 'get a relationship or sex for fun because live
has to be fun'. I am not against fun, but mankind is not supposed to live & look like plastic-dolls
with a 'top-career'.
Because you have accepted Galaxy-powers as more important 'than getting married because the whole
world gets married'... you have to tell something to kids...
I want to do this toegether with you.

Have a clear-minded journey in the Galaxy... for the heart....
desiree stokkel

